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I briefs

University classes are cancelled
and most offices will be closed
Friday, March 24.

• • •

Dr. Gilda M. Greenberg, associate
professor of hwnanities and social
science, spoke at a recent meeting of
The Great Lakes Women's Studies
Association in Chicago. Her topic was
"Enlarging the Career Aspirations of
Women Students by Alleviating Math
and Science Anxiety."

• • •

The College of Health and Human
Services' Diamond Jubilee Conference on "Rehabilitation of the
Handicapped" March 22-23 at the
Kalamazoo Center has been cancelled
due to an inadequate number of
registrations.

• •

•

Interested students are reminded
that Wednesday, March 22, is the
application deadline for Keio
Scholarships for study in Japan. For
more information, contact the
Foreign Study Office,3&'3-8181.

• • •

Dr. C. J. Gianakaris, professor of
English, is the author of a book review
published recently in The Modern
Language Journal. He assessed a
recent study by Kenneth S. White
entitled "Savage Comedy Since 'King
Ubu': A Tangent to 'The Absurd'."

• • •

An open house in honor of Wilbur
Ball, who is retiring as manager of
the Student Center kitchen area, will
be held from 10-11:30a.m. and 1:30-4
p.m. Wednesday, March 22, in 157
Student
Center.
Everyone
is
welcome.

• • •

University Placement Services has
rescheduled its open house in its new
firslfloor Ellsworth Hall offices for 2.4 p.m. Friday, March 17. Please call
383-1710to let them know how many
from your department plan to attend.

• • •

The oral doctoral examination for
Paul Selden will be held at 3 p.m.
Thursday, March 23, in the faculty
lounge, here in the University Student
Center. His topic is "Using A Citizen's
Patrol
to Reduce Residential
Breaking and Entering."

• • •

Western's Aqua Sprites will present
their annual water show at 8:15 p.m.
Thursday through Saturday and at
2:15p.m. Sunday, March 1&-19,at the
Gary Center Pool. Tickets are $1.50
with a special rate of $1.00for senior
citizens and children under 12.

• •

•

Donna Marie Kaminski's oral
defense of her doctoral dissertation
will be held at 3 p.m. Wednesday,
March 22, in 2514Sangren Hall. Her
topic is "Entry Into Science: The
Effect of Parental Evaluations on
Sons and Daughters."
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University Has
Budget Talks
In Lansing

"Although hard probing questions
were asked and answered, it was
positive and encouraging as far as our
prospects for next year's budget are
concerned," said WMU President
John T. Bernhard, in characterizing
\last Thursday's joint House/Senate
.Appropriations Committee hearing on
Western's 1978-79budget request in
Lansing.
(A complete text of Dr. Bernhard's
statement to the joint committee can
be found on page 7 of this issue of the
Western News.)
.
Bernhard emphasized that Western
did not raise tuition last year because
of $750,000in internal reallocations;
that the formula approach to funding
will prove beneficial to higher
Ossie Davis will present "An Evening With Black America" at 3 p.m. Sunday, education in the long run and "will
March 19, in Miller Auditorium
part of a Minority Student Leadership clearly demonstrate the needs of
Conference this weekend here on campus. See details onpage 2.
.WMU"; and that five of the University's Program Revision Requests
(PRR) for -supplemental funding
"would enable Western to take a
National AAUP
progressive step into the future" and
Officer Here Today
". . . will affect future student numMartha
Friedman,
national .bers in a positive way."
Those five PRRs are: coordination
Tuition, room and board rates may president~lect of the American
be discussed at the next meeting of Association of University Professors of health "and 'hwnan service
the WMU Board of Trustees at 9:30 (AAUP) for 1978-80,will give a free, programs ~ a doctoral program in
faculty
a.m. Friday (March 17) here in the public lecture at 4 p.m. Thursday, public administration;
development; a continuing education
University Student Center.
March 16,here in 3750Knauss Hall.
In accordance with the Board's past
The history and philosophy program for professional .recertipractice, it is expected that if any fee librarian at the University of Illinois, fication and relicensure; and an
increases .are - recommended, they Urbana-ehampaign, her topic will be environmental science program ..
He announced that, beginning with
will be tabled for one month; thus, "A National View." Friedman served
action would not be taken until the as president of the Illinois Conference 197~79,WMUwill establish a funding
April 21meeting.
of AAUP chapters from 1972.-76
and mechanism "which will, over the
Also on the agenda for the March 17 was first vice president ofthe national course of the next three to five years,
make the University'S health care
meeting are: academic and non- organization, 197&-78.
academic personnel reports; gift and
She is a graduate of the University program (Health Center) completely
grant reports ; a proposed by-law of Missouri where she also earned a self-supporting."
Rep. Gary Owen, D-Ypsilanti,
change; and a resolution dealing with master of arts degree in history.
chairman
of
the
Housel
legal counsel services for the
Appropriations subcommittee for
University.
Campus Plans
higher education, congratulated
Commencement Regalia
Western
on its move in the health care
Easter Services
area
and
complimented Western for
Orders Due Friday
Western's Cooperative Campus "moving in the right direction." He
Regalia for the April 22nd com- Ministry has announced the following also expressed concern about the
differences between WMUand Grand
mencement ceremony must be or- schedule ofEaster services:
dered by Friday, March 17.
9:30-10 p.m. Thursday, March 23, Valley State Colleges over program
Thursday Communion expansion in Grand Rapids. Com. Information
regarding
com- -Maundy
mencement has been mailed to the Service, Kanley Chapel
menting on Western's PRR for a
Noon-l p.m. Good Friday Service, doctoral program in public adhome addresses of the prospective
March 24,Kanley Chapel
ministration, he cited surveys that
graduates.
7 a.m. Easter Sunday Sunrise indicate there is a national surplus of
Candidates who have not received
this information, should contact the Service, March 26,Ski Hill at the end doctorates.
graduation auditing office in Room of Steer Street overlooking Golds- Owen and Sen. Bill S. Huffman,
D-Madison Heights, chairman of the
3220 of the Russell Seibert worth Valley
11:15a.m. Easter Sunday Worship Senate Appropriations subcommittee
Administration Building or telephone
Service, Mar.ch26,K~ley Chapel
for higher education, told Bernhard to
3&'3-1973.
For more mformatIon, call Kanley get together with Grand Valley and
Chapel, 383-8142.
."resolve your differences." Bernhard
Display Faculty Art
indicated that he and the Grand ValA free, public exhibit of works from
ley President had met and that acaFaculty Senate Meets
the private collections of the College
demic affairs representatives from
of General Studies faculty will open
The Faculty Senate will meet at 7 both institutions also were talking to
Friday, March 17, here in the Space o'clock tonight in Room 1008Adrian one another.
Gallery, 2700 Knauss Hall. It will Trimpe
Bernhard explained that Western's
Distributive
Education
continue through Friday, March 31. Building. Amendments to the Senate pr:oposeddoctoral program in public
Gallery hours are 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Constitution make up the proposed
Monday through Friday.
(Continuedon Page 8)
agenda.

.-s

Trustees May
Discuss Fees

;
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Minority Student Leadership
Conference Begins Saturday

Libraries Set
Easter Hours

March 24-26
(Easter Weekend)
Waldolibrary
7:45a.m.-5 p.m.
Friday
Saturday
10a.m.-l p.m.
5-10p.rn.
Sunday
Business Library
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Friday
10a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
sunday
CLOSED
Educational Resources
Center, Music
8a.m.-5p.m.
Friday
.Saturday
10a.mA p.m.
CLOSED
Sunday
Physical Science library
Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
10a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday
5-10p.m.
librarianship Laboratory
Friday
Regular Hours
Saturday
10a.m.-l p.m.
Sunday
5-10p.m.

The dramatic presentation, "An speakers on both days, and the and Central Michigan and Oakland
Universities will participate.
Evening With Black America," . dramatic presentation on Sunday.
In addition to their dramatic
featuring Broadway and Hollywood' Registration begins at 8 a.m.
stars Ruby Dee and Ossie Davis at 3 . Saturday in the west ballroom, presentation, Dee and Davis also will
p.m. Sunday, March 19, in Miller' followed by the first panel discussion address conference participants at 11
Auditorium, will be the climax of a· by students from Michigan State, a.m. Sunday in the west ballroom.
two-day Leadership Conference of· Eastern Michigan and Wayne State They will be guests of the sponsoring
Minority
Students
and tHeir· Universities at 9:30 a.m., and groups, the Consortium of Ebony
workshops from 11a.m. until lunch at Concerns and the Minority Student
organizations here on campus.
The husband and wife team has. 12:30 p.m. Following the address by Services Office at WMUfor a general
scores of stage, film and television Conyers, three responsive speakers reception at 6 p.m. in Ellsworth Hall
scheduled
for
2: 30-3:30 at the conclusion ofthe conference.
credits-Dee for her roles in "Raisin are
p.m.-Robert
Bobb,
Kalamazoo's
city
In The Sun," "Purlie Victorious" and
manager;
Clesteen
Clark,
manager
of
"Take A Giant Step," and Davis for
his parts in such productions as Nutrition Conununications, Public
-"Green Pastures," "Everybody Can Affairs department, Kellogg Co.,
Battle Creek; and Dr. Charles
Be Somebody" and "Today Is Ours."
executive
director,
The Sunday afternoon performance Williams,
includes dramatic readings, anec- Minority Affairs Division, Michigan
dotes and short scenarios by black Education Association, East Lansing.
The listings below are currently
The second set of workshops will be
authors. It will be the premier
presentation of "An Evening With held from 3:30-4:30p.m., followed by being posted by the University
Black America" and is open to the. another student panel discussion. Personnel Office for regular full-time
public. Tickets are $3.50for adults; Representatives from Mercy College or part-time University emp.loyees.
Planning Expert
Applicants should submft "a Job
$2.50for students, and currently are
Opportunity
Application
during
the
on sale at the Auditorium box office or
Visits Western·
posting period.
the WMU Office of Minority Student
Administrative
Assistant
I,
~,#78Services.
Dr. Robert T. Sandin, vice
090, College of Arts and Sciences.
The keynote
president
for academic affairs at
posted 3/15-3/21.
'
speaker for the
North
Park
College, Chicago,
The listings below are currently
When Lucian Marks gave a pint of
Saturday session
recently
visited
Western
as a plan, blood during the recent blood drive being posted by the University ning consultant as part of a planning
will be U.S. ConPersonnel
Office
for
Bargaining
Unit,.
., here at WMU,it marked 14gallons of
gressman
John
project being conducted by the
the life-sustaining fluid that he's Local #1668positions.
Conyers, D-DeAcademy
for
Educational
, given since the Kalamazoo chapter of Custodian, M-2, #78-019,Custodial, Development, Washington, D.C., with
troit, at 1:30 p.m.
2nd or 3rd shift, posted 3/14-3/~.
the American Red Cross began its
in the west ballfunds being provided by the Kellogg
. program about 25years ago.
room,
UniverFoundation, Battle Creek.
A supervisor in WMU's data
sity Student CenConyers
Nick L. Poulton, WMU planning
Childbirth Is Lecture
processing office, Marks was honored
ter. He will disdirector,
explained, "His purpose ...
Topic Here Tonight
cuss
the
conference
theme, during the five-day campaign which
was to review our situation and give
"Unification vs. Isolation." In 1976, collected 747 units from University
A free, public film and discussion on his observations with regard to the
Conyers was reelected to his seventh students, staff members, faculty and childbirth will be presented by Nancy directions and organization of a
term, winning 93percent of the votes. townspeople, while the bloodmobile Topp, a director of nursing service at productive,
comprehensive
He currently is senior member of the was on campus.
Kalamazoo's Borgess Hospital, at University planning activity."
House' Judiciary Committee and
Three gallon pins went to Dr. Erick 7:30p.rn. Thursday, March 16,here in
Sandin visited with more than a
Schreiner, WMU associate professor 204Student Center.
serves on several subcommittees.
dozen people during his two-day stay,
Purposes of the leadership con- of mathematics, and Kalamazooans
Topp, a registered nurse, has including the presidents of the
ference are: (1) to establish the Joyce Chaplin and A. Nick Swanson. taught at Nazareth College and has Faculty Senate 'and the American
Gertner,
a Western been a member of the hospital staff Association of University Professors,
,"consortium concept" as a means of Richard
representing
black and other sophomore from South Haven, was for the past ~woyears. She took her plus deans, vice presidents, directors
minority groups in a collective and awarded a two gallon pin. Nine other nurse's training at both Borgess of administrative staff units and
President John T. Bernhard.
positive manner; (2) to expose WMU students were recognized as Hospital and Nazareth.
students to persons of national, one gallon donors. They are: Mark
regional or local prominence who Arend; Royce ijoughton; Cheryl
Thomas Hemingway;
may serve as leadership models; and Crouch;
(3) to actively participate and Richard 180m; Lance Kuhn; Deborra .
conununicate with student groups of Thrun; Carl Tobias; and Ann Zimother nearby sChools.Approximately merman.
Kalamazoo area residents who also
400 students and interested persons
from throughout· Michigan are ex- reached the one gallon mark were
Patricia Claugherty and Anthony
pected for the two day program.
Conference fees are $6.50for college Johnson.
Trophies were presented to Goldsstudents, $4 for high school students,
and $8.50for all others. The fees in- worth Valley III in the residence halls
clude
the
workshops,
panel category for having the highest
discussions and luncheon on Satur- percentage and the greatest number
day; the Saturday night dance in the taking part, and to Sigma Alpha
west ballroom starting at 8 p.m.; the Epsilon and Phi Sigma Epsilon
fraternities for the greatest number
and largest percentage participating
Western News
in the organizational division.
Western News Is published by the Information
Winners among the dormitory
Services Office, 3020 Administration Building, 1921
W, Michigan Ave., Western Michigan University on
complexes were: Student Center
Thursdays during the fall and winter semesters,
Complex-Hookje Hall; little Three
except during examination and vacation periods.
Second class postage Is paid at Kalamazoo,
Complex-French Hall; and Big Four
Michigan 49008.
It was established by the University's Information
LONG-RANGEPLANNING-A planning consultant, Dr. Robert T. Sandin
Complex-Smith Burnham Hall.
Services Office to disseminate news to the entire
(center), vice president for academic affairs at North Park College, Chicago,
University community, It Is distributed free to
Chairman
for
the
winter
semester
faculty, staff, emeriti, members of 'the W.M.U.
Parents Association and friends of Western
blood drive was Frederick Janoske, a visited Western last week as part of a planning project being conducted by the
Michigan University, and students may pick up
junior from Allen Park, assisted by Academy for Educational Development, Washington, D.C., with funds
copiesat several on·campuslocations.
Items fo be considered for. pullllution shoUldbe
members pf Phi Sigma Epsilon provided by the Kellogg Foundation, Battle Creek. He is pictured above consullmltted Ily noon Mond.y fo the Inform.tlon
Services Office, 3020 Admlnlstr.tlon
Bulldln••
fraternity, the sponsors of the ferring with WMUPresident John T. Bernhard (right) and Nick L. Poulton,
tetephone313..,.1. M.rtln R. (Joe) G•• le. Director;
_.nd P.trlcl. M: Coyle.Assocl.te Director.
WMUplanning director. .
(WMUNewsphoto)
program.

Job.
O,enln91

Blood Drive
Donors Cited
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Curtis-Smith
Wins Award

Curtis Curti&Smith, associate
professor of music, recently was
chosen by the American Academy
and Institute 'of Arts and Letters
(AAIAL) to receive one of four
national awards in music.
The prestigious awards are given in
recognition of creative work in music
and are based upon an entire body of
recent works, not an individual
composition, according to CurtisSmith. Nominations for the award are
made by panel members from the
Academy-Institute's music department membership, which includes
music greats Leonard Bernstein,
Samuel Barber, Aaron Copland and
Richard Rodgers.
Curtis-Smith will receive a $3,000
cash award and an LP recording of
his work valued at $4,400 at the award
ceremony May 17 in NewYork City.
The AAIAL is an organization
whose Junction is to foster, assist and
sustain an interest in literature,
music and fine arts.

Job Search
Seminars Begin
Tips and techniques to successfully
locate jobs will be described for
graduating seniors and alumni from
7:3o-a:30 p.m. Tuesday through
Thursday, March 21-23, here in 2301
Sangren Hall.
The free Job Search seminars begin
with "How To Find A Job" at the
Tuesday session. "How To Write
Resumes and Letters That Get
Attention" "Willbe presented Wednesday, and the topic for Thursday's
meeting will be "Interviewing."
Carolyn Wilson-Garrison, WMU
Placement Services counselor, will
conduct the seminars.

International Art
Workshop Available
Art students in Southwestern
Michigatt can study under worldrenowned realist painter and fonner
WMU art
instructor,
Stephen
Woodburn, during the Aug. 1-14
International
Art Workshop in
Montreux, Switzerland
It will be sponsored by Western, in
cooperation with the International
String Workshop scheduled at the
same time and place. Woodburn,
currently an adjunct faculty member
with the New York Institute of
Technology, will direct the event. His
wife, Vivian Scott, an abstract artist,
also will be a faculty member.
Three hours of graduate or imdergraduate academic credit in art is
available through WMU. Cost is $419
for the round trip flight from Chicago,
plus $395 tuition, room and board For
three
hours of undergraduate
academic credit there is an additional
charge of $80; for graduate credit,
$100. Special rates are available for
participating or non-participating
family members.
For additional infonnation. and
application forms, contact Dr. Gerald
Fischbach, music department, phone
383-0010.

Facu Ity, Students
On Anthropology
National Program

CITE EMPLOYEES-All WMU employees were recognized by the Greater
Kalamazoo United Way at its recent awards program for their contributions to
the record drive last fall. Pictured above, from left, with one of the University's award plaques are: WMUPresident John T. Bernhard; Tom Coyne,vice
president for student services; David Lake, acting president of the University's AFSCME Local 1668; and Norman Russell, assistant to Coyne and
orientation director. Coyneand Russell were the campus drive co-chairmen.
(WMUNewsphoto)

Workshop Focus
On Communications
For PIA Staff

A COffiIIlunication and Management Workshop for all Western
professionaVadministrative
staff
personnel will be presented from 3-6
p.m. Tuesday, March 21, in the Kiva
Room, Student Services Building.
Dr. Peter Northouse, assistant
professor, and Dr. Ernest Stech,
associate professor, both of the
University's communication arts and
sciences department, will lead the
workshop, which is sponsored by the
Administrative
Professional
Association (APA). It will cover: (1)
Communication
Principles-an
overview of the central ideas of
communication theory; (2) Communication Strategies-approaches
to tasks and relationships; and (3)
Communication
Dimensions
of
Effective Leadership-an adaptation
of leadership styles to particular
situations.
Workshop fee will be $2 for current
APA members, and $3 for nonmembers. Deadline for registration
with Sue Davidson, Continuing
Education, is Friday, March 17. For
additional information, call 383-1860.
Release time will be given all PIA
staff where department scheduling
permits.

Student Judiciary
.Committee Has Openings
Applications for the 1970.79 Student
Judiciary Committee will be accepted
until 4:30 p.m. Wednesd~, March 29,
here at the University Judiciaries
Office, 2110 Student Services
Building.
The committee, comprised of
students, is a hearing body for any
student whOis charge<;{with violating
the WMUCodeofStudent Life.
Applications may be' picked up in
the University Judiciaries, .Student
Services, and Foreign Student and
Minority Student· SerVices offices,
residence haYs and from the
.University Student Center Board.

,Campus Watch
Bullet1n #8

The largest collection of research
papers on Michigan archeology ever
presented at a national anthropology
meeting will be given by a group of '
WMUfaculty.and students Thursday
through Saturday, March 23-25, at the
University of Notre Dame. ,
Eleven faculty members and 10
.graduate students from WMU's
department of anthropology will take
part in the annual Central States
Anthropological Society meeting.
They will present subjects ranging
from
"Pre-history"
to "The
Anthropology of Play" and will
discuss topics on physical and
cultural anthropology, as well as
archeology.
Dr. Elizabeth Garland, associate
professor, has organized four panel
discussions for the meeting, and Dr. .
Robert Jack Smith, professor, will
serve as chairperson and read a
paper on "Anthropologists in Public
Service." William Cremin, assistant
professor, will present papers on
WMU's archeological research in
Michigan's Upper Peninsula and the
Kalamazoo Basin archeology project,
and also serve as a session chairperson.
Others from WMU who will take
part in the three-day conference will
be: Dr. Alan Jacobs, anthropology
department chairman; Dr. William
Garland, professor; Dr. Gerald
Cortright, Robert Kingsley and Larry Wyckoff, instru~tors. The program
chairman for the meeting is Dr.
Robert Maher, professor, who is 197980 president-elect of the society.
Dr. Norman Greenberg, dean of
WMU's College of General Studies,
will chair a panel on "Native
American Religion and Mythology,"
at which James Thayer, instructor of
religion, will give a paper on "The
Berdache of the Northern Plains: A
Socio-ReligiousPerspective."
WMUstudent participants are John
Nass, Jr., Linda Place, James Marek,
Janis
Atzenhoffer,
Lawrence
Dorothy,
David Hoxie, Paul
McAllister, Donald Weston, William
Mangold and Deborah Rhead.
Altogether, Western's scholars will
contribute 29 papers to 12 of the 32
panels which make up the three day
program.

Thefts ofUniversity and personallyowned property totalled over $2,000
during the past two weeks on campus.
The biggest loss was a $1,000
television monitor which was stolen
from an unlocked classroom in
.McCracken Hall. The theft was
discovered last Saturday and was
believed to have taken place the night
before.
Waldo Library was the site of
several thefts including $35 worth of
office supplies taken from a
stockroom and a $15 portable electric
heater stolen from a first floor office.
A $300 IBM electric typewriter was
taken from an office in Sprau Tower
over the weekend prior to spring
break. This typewriter was not yet
bolted down with the special locks
being installed by the Physical Plant.
Several other typewriters, adding
machines and calculators in the same
officewere untouched.
Other items stolen on campus included wallets and purses left
unattended in classroom and offices;
a manual typewriter from the Student
Services Building; three telephones
Chandler Coordinates
from Sangren Hall; wheels, hubcaps
Ethics Workshop
and other accessories taken from
autos parked in various parking lots
Dr. Ralph Chandler, associate
on the campus.
professor of political science, will
coordinate a workshop on administrative ethics as part of the 1978
annual meeting of the American
Medieval Roundtable
Society of Public Administration
(ASPA), April 9-12, at the Convention
Meeting Tonight
Center, Phoenix, Ariz.
Visiting scholar, Dr. Robert Meyer,
Scheduled workshop topics include:
emeritus professor of Celtic, Greek the role of education in defining
and Latin at Catholic University of ethics, standards and values for the
America, Washington, D.C., will give in-service student; the careera free, public address at 8 p.m. oriented full-time student; and the
Thursday, March 16, here in 4421 role of fonnal codes of ethics for
Brown Hall.
public managers: what do you do
He will speak on "The Celtic .when ethical standards become
Connection: Irish and Welsh Monks" political tools? Chandler said the
at the roundtable meeting of the workshop will include innovative
University's
Medieval Institute. approaches and teaching methods
.Meyer's talk is in place of one .including ". . . gaming scenarios
scheduled for March 14 by Dr. Otto useful for teaching ethics for public
Grundler, director ofthe Institute.
managers in the classroom."
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Dance Scholarship Concert March 31
The department of dance will
present an Alumni Scholarship
Concert at 8 p.m. Friday, March 31,in
Miller Auditorium. The concert will
feature choreography and performances by recent graduates of the
department of dance, -aswell as works
by faculty and current students.
Alumni whose works and performances will be included are Inese
Brunins, Lindsey Canfield Thomas,
Judah Gesmundo, Franklyn Folino
and Robert Christianson. Ms. Brunins
and Ms. Gesmundo graduated from
Western in 1973 and 1974, respectively, and have subsequently been
working and studying with Erick
Hawkins in NewYork City.
- Gesmundo's work, a duet entitled
pass on to the dawn (for Steven), will
be danced to an original score composed and performed by another pair
of Western graduates, Richard Hill
and Diane Landis. The set for this
work was designed by Jesse
Duranceau, and the dance will be
performed
by
Brunins
and
Gesmundo. Brunins' piece is a trio
which she and Gesmundo will perform with a third dancer, Janice
Shapiro, who also will travel from
New York for the concert. The score
was composed by Joseph Karoly, also
a former Western student.
Folino graduated in 1976 and is
currently working on his M.A. degree
at Western. He will offer a piece
entitled Third Wind for this concert.
The work is a study of different
motional and emotional relationships
choreographed to George Rochberg's
String Quartet Number 3. This is the
twelfth work of Folino's to be seen in
concert since he entered the undergraduate dance program at
Western. Third Wind was recently
auditioned for the American College
Dance Festival to be held at Ohio
State University later this spring.
Thomas received her B.s. degree in
1974and her M.S. degree in dance
from Western in 1977.·Whileshe was a
.-graduate student, she choreographed
Company and Carnival for the theatre
department,
and last summer
choreographed the 50th Anniversary
Vaudeville Show at Kalamazoo's
State Theatre. Her jazz work entitled
Inter-Change is choreographed to
Lennox Laington's Change; the work
examines spacial isolation, in-,
tegration and inter-change using,
dancers clothed either in blue or
green to help clarify the relationships.
Senior
David
Morris
has
choreographed Night Shade, a contemporary work to George Crumb's
Music of the Starry Night. This work
uses moveable prop "shades" which
define and re-define the space,
throughout the dance. The essence of
the dance is drawn from a quote by
Rilke: "And in the Nights the heavy
earth is falling from all the stars down
into loneliness. We are falling. And
yet there is One who holds this falling
endlessly gently in His hands."
Eve Stabolepszy, jazz instructor,
and Eugene Mills, director of the
University Ballet Theatre, both will
present works. Ms. Stabolepszy's
contemporary jazz work, Voyage
East, was premiered in the department'sFebruaryconcert. The dance is
performed by three couples and was
choreographed to Chuck Mangione's

Bosses'Day
Luncheon Set

A Jubilee theme will be used for the
13th annual Bosses' Day Luncheon,
sponsored by Western's Association
of Hourly Personnel, to be held from
11:45 a.m.-1:15 p.m. Thursday, April
6, in the East Ballroom of the
University Student Center: This event
is open to all employees of the
University ..
Flyers, with a reservation form will
* be mailed this week. Deadline for
J reservations is Friday, March 31.
" Anyone whodoes not receive a flyer in
the campus mail may obtain one by
calling Pam Miller, Honors College,
383-1787.
Robert B. Wetnight, University vice
president for finance, has extended
the lunch hour to 1:15 p.m. that day
for anyone attending this luncheon.

Valley III Students
Help Elderly
SCHOLARSIDPDANCE-The dance department's annual Alumni Scholarship
Concert will be presented at 8 p.m. Friday, March 31, In Miller Auditorium.
Pictured above are Franklyn Folino and Vicki Shumaker, who will perform
"Entrelazar" as choreographed by Wendy Olson Cornish. Concert tickets are
$3.Proceeds will go to the Dance Scholarship Fund.
Legend of the One-EyedSailor. Mills'
new work for the University Ballet
Theatre is a Pas de Trois from
Tchaikowsky's Sleeping Beauty in the
classical ballet style. This work
retains some aspects of the original
1890 choreography by Marious
Petipa. Mills consulted with Peter
Franklin White, formerly ofthe Royal
Ballet, concerning some of the
original material.
Clara Gamble has created Farewell
to Madonnas to Balcom's Black Host
as a tribute to three of the department's graduating senior women. The
work will be performed by Jane
Thornbury and Cindy Crites, two of
those to whom the work is dedicated,
and Ms. Gamble will dance in place of
Hollis Johnson, the third senior, who
is currently doing her student
teaching in Geneva, Switzerland
Wendy Olson Cornish's piece, entitled Entrelazar, was premiered
during the recent Miller Auditorium
10thAnnversary program. The dance
was designed for and performed by
the Western Michigan Repertory
Dance
Company.
The
accompaniment
is Villa Lobos'
Bachianas Brasileiras #5for Soprano
and Cellos. The title means to interweave, and motional motifs and
spacial relationships are inter-laced
throughout the work. This piece also
was recently auditioned for the ACDFASpring Festival.
General admission tickets for the
concert are $3.00 and are available
from the Miller Auditorium ticket

office or by calling 383-0933.Proceeds
from the concert will be contributed
to the department
of dance
scholarship fund.

Returning Student
Workshop Saturday

Students and staff of Goldsworth
Valley-III (V-3) residence hall
recently shared an evening of games
with elderly residents of Friendship
Village.
Seven V-3 residents and two staff
members participated in the game
night which included cards, checkers,
scrabble and other activities.
Purpose of the visit, according to
Nickolas A. Vitale, sophomore from
St. Clair Shores, V-3 community
relations director, was to "let the
community know that Valley III
cares." Students usually visit nursing
homes only for special class projects
or reports, he added.
Because student interest was so
great, a different group of students
will be involved in each future visit,
Vitale said. Friendship Village
residents matched the students' own
enthusiasm, he observed.
Last semester, V-3 residents
collected approximately $150 in a
UNICEF drive. At halloween, area
orphans were taken trick or treating
through V-3, followed by a magic
show. Future plans include regular
Friendship Village visits every four to
six weeks and a possible Easter visit
to the pediatrics wing of an area
hospital.

The dilemma of returning to school
after being out for several years is the
subject of a one-day workshop from 9
a.m.-3 p.m. Saturclay, March 18,here
in the Flossie Sangren Room, Sangren
Hall.
Betty Gaffney and Barb Boswell,
co-leaders of the workshop, state that
research shows a real need for
mature students to share the feelings
and problems concerning the conflict
they experience in dual roles of
student and parent and/or marriage
partner.
The workshop, "The Returning
Second Lightfoot
Student," is sponsored by the WMU
Center for Women's Services. The
Concert Scheduled
registration fee is $4. For additional
Because of the rapid sellout of
information and registration, call the
tickets
for the Gordon Lightfoot
Center, 383~7.
concert scheduled for 7 p.m. Saturday, . April 8, here at Miller
Auditorium, a 'second concert has
Computer Center
been scheduled for 10p.m. that same
To Purge System
night.
Tickets for the 10p.m. program are
As of Tuesday, March 21,all users'
priced
at $7.50,$6.50,$5.00and have
files not accessed since January 21
gone
on
sale at the Auditorium ticket
will be transferred to magnetic tape
and purged from the disk system in office on a first come, first served
basis. Tickets also can be reserved by
the Computer Center.
but
The access date is updated by calling the ticket office at 383-0933,
reading, updating or running the file. must be picked up within two weeks.
In order to recover a file purged from
Arizona Alumni Meet
Voice Recital Saturday
the disk, a user must request that it be
Western Alumni living in the reinstated through the PLEASE
Mezzo-soprano Cathy Crockett, a
Phoenix, Ariz., area have been in- command or a written notice to the senior from Milford who recently
vited to a dinner meeting March 24in assistant director for operations at sang the leading female role in
Scottsdale, Ariz. Special guests from the Computer Center.
WMU's production of "The Barber of
Western's AlUmni Relations Office
To check the access date of a file, Seville," will give a free, public, solo
will be Gary P. Brown, director, and use the SLOWoption of the DIRECT recital at 5 p.m. Saturday, March 18,
YvonneSpaulding, assistant director. command: DIRECT/SLOW.
here in Oakland Recital Hall.
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Personnel Department Memo

I

Time Reports and Recording of Hours
Each pay period departments are required to prepare a Payroll Time
Sheet indicating hours of pay for all staff members in the department. The
Payroll Attendance Record is prepared from individual time reports or time
clock records for hourly paid staff. Therefore, all hourly paid staff including
students are required to complete either a time report or time clock card each
pay period. The time report is to be completed on a daily basis and must be
received by the department with appropriate signature(s) prior to
authorization for payment of hours onthe Payroll Attendance Record.
All time for which the employee was scheduled to work must be accounted
for on the time report. Time reports are to be retained by departments for at
least two (2) years and can be inspected and audited by both University and
non-University authorized personnel.
For the hours of work each day, under "time began," the employee is to"
record the time duties are begun. Under "time ended" the employee is to
record the time that the work period is completed, Le., morning, afternoon,
evening.
All absences from work must be explained under "Reason for Absence."
No absence will be paid automatically. If the employee is eligible to be paid for
the absence, he/she must request this payment by noting the hours of sick or
annual leave requested under "Regular Hours." Otherwise it must be recorded
as no pay (NP). Actual pay for sick or annual leave absence may not exceed
the amount available in the employee's accumulated account.
Each employee must sign his/her time statement to authenticate that the
hours reported on the time sheet, and the reasons for any absences are correct.
These hours must be verified by the supervisor or person authorized to approve
the departmental payroll records. Whenever an employee is absent from the
regularly scheduled work hours, whether on annual or sick leave or absent on
no pay status, the time must be recorded and the employee shown as absent.
Individual time reports must coindde with the official Payroll Attendance
Record. Do not sign an incorrect time report! Severe penalties up to and including discharge can result from an employee turning in a false time report,
or knowinglyapproving a false time report for pay.

-23 WMU Faculty, Students

INSTANTGRADES-Students in the past have had to wait agonizing days, or
sometimes weeks, to receive examination scores, but now in Western's
modular mathematics testing center, students like Roy Bocanegra (right), a
WMU freshman from Marshall, learn their test results instantaneously. Olga
Ramirez (left), WMUgraduate assistant from Elsa, Tex., operates the computer terminal which Western acquired with the help of a $4,800matching
grant from the National Science Foundation. The terminal not only provides
students with their grades, but also with analyses of their problems on a test.
Accompanying a goodscore, the terminal prints "Congratulations! "
(WMUNewsphoto)

Modular Math Program
Adds New Silent Terminals
Students in Western's modular Western." WMU's modular math
math program don't have to wait a program began during the fall of 1976.
week, a day or even five minutes to
Western acquired the terminals
receive their test scores, thanks to through a $4,800matching grant from
one of three new computer terminals the National Science Foundation. The
in WMU'smathematics department. . WMU College of Arts and Sciences
The silent terminal in the matched
that
amount.
The
mathematics testing center not only requirements specified that students
provides students with their scores be the principal beneficiaries of the
but also with an analysis of their project.
problems on the test. Its silence is due
How do WMU mathematics
to a process which burns the printing students feel about the new teron a special type of paper, instead of minals?
The more favorable
typing as most teletype terminals responses praised the speed with
operate. Hence, the automatic scorer which exams are handled. Students
can occupy the .same room as also expressed appreciation for the
students whoare taking tests.
quick analyses oftheir difficulties.
Another specialized terminal is
Gioia "saidthat the least favorable
capable of printing graphs and other response he has heard was that a
mathematical formats, while the student resented being taught by a
other, which is not yet in effect, will computer, because he felt the comprint practice exams for students in puter was replacing a human role.
just a few seconds.
Gioia explained that this is not the
Dr. Anthony A. Gioia, WMU case because the equipment is used
mathematics professor, is one of only as an educational aid to teaching
three committee members in charge by an instructor.
of the program equipment. "PracOther modular
mathematics
tically speaking," he said, "this new committee
members
are Dr.
equipment is absolutely essential Christian R. Hirsch, and Dr. S. F.
because of the great number of Kapoor, both WMU associate
mathematics
students here at professors ofmathematics.

On State Academy Program
Twenty-three WMU faculty and
students will participate in the 82nd
annual meeting of the Michigan
Academy of Science, Arts and Letters
Friday and Saturday, March 17-18,at
Eastern
Michigan University,
Ypsilanti.
Section chairpersons for the event
from WMU are: Administration, Dr.
Henry Beam, assistant professor of
management;
Environmental
Studies, Dr. Charles O. Houston,
professor of social science; History,
Dr. John T. Houdek, assistant
professor of history; and Physical
Science, Dr. Robert H. Anderson,
associate professor of chemistry.
Vice-chairperson of administration is
Dr. Thomas A. Carey, instructor of
management.
Participants and their topics are:
Carey and Dr. R. J. Planisek,
assistant professor of management,
"Leadership Within Experiential
Groups"; Dr. Bruce H. Kemelgor,
assistant professor management,
"J ob Enrichment in the Small
Organization"; Martin Berg, arts and
sciences senior from Kalamazoo,
"Complex Tradeoffs: Minimizing
Leak and Defection Rates in National
Security Bureaucracies."
Also: Beam, "Satisficing, Project
Seafarer, and C. P. Snow's 'Science
and Government' Revisited"; Sherry
Bump, graduate student, business
administration,
Constantine,
"Dimensions of Leadership Theory";
Rand ~. Winter, graduate student,
business administration, Hastings,
"Evaluation of Employee Benefits in
Union
and
Non-union
Work
Environments. "
Also: Dr. Roger L. Wallace,
associate professor of management,
"The
Orwellian
Shift:
New
Challenges to Administrators"; Dr.
David M. Lewis, professor of

sociology,
"Postwar
Japanese
Youth's Orientation to Military
Positions as Occupations"; Dr.
Richard W. Pippen, associate
professor and chairperson, department of biology, "Potomogeton
amplifolius as a Water Quality
Indicator. "
Also: Dr. Werner Sichel, professor
of economics, moderator of special
events
symposium,
"Industrial
Organization";
Houston,
"Introduction: Energy Consumption
and the End of Affluence"; L. D.
Ry"an, associate
professor
of
mechanical engineering, "Resources
in Michigan for Approaching Relative
Self-Sufficiencyin Energy Production
and Consumption."
Also: Dr. W. Thomas Straw,
professor of geology, "Austin Lake:
Dystrophy in a Setting"; Dr. Kenneth
Dahlberg, associate professor of
po~!ical science, "Environmental
and Institutional
Aspects
of
Appropriate Technologies"; Curtis
Rhodes, associate professor of art,
"Contemporary Prints. '.'
Also: Jo Ann Burghard, arts and
sciences junior from Northville, and
Dr. Albert H. Jackman, professor of
geography, "Thirty-five years of
Change in Delta Junction, Alaska";
Anderson, "Use of PHYSCHEMBasic
Programs in CAl and in Multiple
Form Quiz Generation"; Dr. Helenan
Lewis, associate professor of political
science, Dr. David Houghton,
assistant
professor of political
science, and Dr. Susan Hannah,
adjunct assistant
professor of
political science, "Effectiveness of
Local CitizenAdvisory Bodies."

,Instant InformatioD LiDe
(> 383·B153

-
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Pulp, Paper Conference Here

-

A public open house at Western's
new $800,000Paper Recycling Pilot
Plant here in McCracken Hall from 36 p.m. Wednesday, March 22, will
highlight the beginning. of the 22nd
annual WMU Pulp and Paper Conference.
.The two-day conference theme is
"Procurement,
Processing
and
Utilization of Secondary Fiber," with
particular emphasis on technical and
operating successes and problems.
The recycling unit open house will
feature displays and operating
demonstrations of its productionsized equipment, all of which are
designed for industrial research and
student training/research.
As part of the conference the annual
POUTICS OF FOOD-Dr. Darrell Jones, dean of Western's College of Papennaker's Night-PIMA (Paper
Business, and Maureen Kiewtet, WMU instructor of business education and Industry Management Association)
administrative services, are shown holding Gov. William G. Milliken's and TAPPI (Technical Association of
executive declaration proclaiming April as Food and Hunger Month in the Pulp and Paper Industry) GetMichigan in honor of "The Politics of Food: Deciding WhoEats How Much of Together dinner at 7 p.m. Thursday,
What" Conference April 7-8at Michigan State University, East Lansing. She is March 23 at the Hilton Inn,
the conference general chairman and Western's College of Business is a Kalamazoo, will be addressed by J.
Rodney Edwards, vice president,
cooperating/contributing sponsor.
(WMUNewspboto) Paper Board Group, American Paper
Institute, NewYork, N.Y., on "What's
Ahead in Waste Paper Recycling."
CWS Schedules
Dr. John S. Lore, president,
Nazareth College, Kalamazoo, a
Art Open House
WMU alumnus, will be master of
The Center for Women's Services ceremonies. A 5 p.m. meeting of the
(CWS) here will offer a free, public WMUPaper Science and Engineering
open house and art exhibit from 3-6 Alumni Association and a 6 p.m.'
Jose Greco and Nana Lorca will p.m. Sunday, April 9, in their new social hour, both at the Hilton, will
precede the dinner.
join the Kalamazoo Symphony third floor offices in Ellsworth Hall.
Matrix,
a
local
women's
coopOpening the 11technical sessions at
Orchestra, under music director
Yoshimi Takeda, in a concert at 8 erative, will display individual art 7 pm. Wednesday, March 22,will be a
p.rn. Tuesday, March 21, in Miller works in the building's first-floor panel discussion on "Utilization of
lounge.
Secondary Fiber" moderated by
Auditorium.
The
Center's
library
will
be
the
Jerry Robinson, production manager,
Acclaimed as "the world's finest
male Spanish dancer," Greco has had main focus of the opening, with the Georgia-Pacific Corp., Kalamazoo.
a brilliant career which has taken him most extensive collection in the All technical sessions will be in the
around the world four times (over Kalamazoo area of books and WMUStudent Center.
Panelists will be Thomas McAlpine,
100,000miles in 1974alone). He made reference materials on women's
his American debut in 1951.To further issues. Infonnation and resource files . process engineer, Georgia-Pacific,
Howard
Merkle,
promote the unde,rstanding of also are available on a wide range of Kalamazoo;
Hispanic culture in the U.S., Greco specialized issues of interest to men manager of process and development,
employ- St. Regis Paper Co., Battle Creek;
established the Jose Greco Foun- and women-legislation,
dation for Hispanic Dance, Inc., in ment, education, divorce, sexuality, Murray Valentine, vice president of
organizations, etc.
resources, Newton Falls Paper Co.,
1971.
The
art
exhibit
will
feature
Newton
Falls, N.Y.; and Louis K.
Nana Lorca is a celebrated
corporate
production
choreographer and performer in her acrylics, woven items, oils, drawings Wilhelm,
native Spain. She triumphed with her and sculpture by Ruth Zachary, manager, Bergstrom Paper Co.,
own ballet at the 1964 New York Susan Fatzinger, Mary Frances Neenah, Wis. Wilhelm is a WMU
Fenton, Pat Kruezer, Linda Weston, paper science and engineering
World's Fair Spanish Pavilion.
.
Maestro Takeda has created a Barbara Rank, Bette Chavoya and alumnus.
The March 23 opening morning
program to compliment the fiery and Louise Assenzo.
technical program, from ~10:30a.m.,
romantic Spanish dances which inwill be on "Procurement and Quality
Two
Give
Seminar
cludes Bizet's Symphony No. 1 and
Control," and be moderated by
the Capriccio Espagnole of RimskyDr. Charles Risher, professor of Lyman
C. Aldrich,
research
Korsakov.
industrial
education
and Dr. associate, WMU paper science and
Tickets are priced at $2.50,$4.00, Raymond A. Dannenberg, professor
$5.50and $6.50,and are on sale at the and chainnan, distributive education engineering department.
Morning session speakers will be:
Miller Auditorium ticket office. department, will conduct a semin8r
D.
Graham Bailey, marketing
Phone 383-0933
for reservations.
for Eastern Michigan University's manager for specialty products,
vocational teacher education staff Federal Paper Stock Co., St. Louis,
Talk on Grasshoppers
Saturday, March 18, at EMU's Hoyt Mo., on "Communication Between
Dr. Irving J. Cantrall, a former Conference Center. The program Dealers and Buyers"; Clare Mullett,
University of Michigan professor who topic will be "Implementing Per- manager of procurement operations,
is internationally recognized as an fonnance Based Teacher Edu- Garden State Paper Co., Saddle
expert on orthoptera (grasshoppers cation."
Brook, N.J., on "Waste Paper for a
and related insects) will give a free,
Newsprint Mill";· H. Ward Verseput,
Philosophy TalkTonight
public biology lecture at noon today,
research
manager,
Boxboard
March 16,here in 181WoodHall.
A free,
public
philosophy Research
and
Development
He will speak on "The Influences of colloquium
Association, Kalamazoo, on "Waste
on "Physicalism,
the Pleistocene on Speciation and Reductionism and Ontology" will be Paper for a Board Mill"; and Robert
Distribution in Some Eastern North given by Dr. Geoffrey Hellman of the A.Holm,technicaldirectoc,Erving
American Grasshoppers." Cantrall Indiana University faculty at 2 p.rn. Paper Mills, Northfield, Mass., on
has served as curator of insects in the Thursday, March 16, here in 3020 "Waste Paper for a Tissue Mill."
U of M's Museum of Zoologyand has Friedmann .Hall. His visit is ~
At 10:30 a.m. March 23, a panel of
created one of the largest and most sponsored by the WMU Honors experts will discuss waste paper
important collections of orthoptera in College. and philosophy and physics procurement and quality control, and
departments.
the world.
problems with specific contaminants.

Jose Greco
Joins KSO
Here Tuesday

That afternoon, a technical
program on "Processing of Secondary Fiber" will be moderated by
David K. DeKam, tecbnical director,
Georgia-Pacific, Kalamazoo.
Speakers in this session will be:
Frank R. Hamilton of Chas. T. Maine,
Inc., on "Removal of Contaminants
from Waste Paper," and Robert F.
Wood, Voith-Morden, Inc., on "The
Processing of Waste Paper in
Europe." Both are company vice
presidents from Portland, Ore.
Also Robert W. Bassimer, manager
of research
and development,
General Printing Ink Division, Sun
Chemical Co., Carlstadt, N.J., on
"Printing Ink and Trends Affecting
Deinking"; Andreas Von Koeppen,
vice president, research, Wright
Chemical
Corp., Chicago, on
"Process of Decolorization of Dyes in
Waste Paper"; and Robert W. Kinsey, Sr., director of Western's Paper
Recycling Pilot Plant (PRPP) on
"Capabilities ofthe PRPP."
Registration for the conference will
begin at 3 p.m. March 22 in
McCracken Hall at the Paper Science
and Engineering Department offices.
The registration fee is $45a person,
in_cludinga buffet luncheon and the
closing banquet. Tickets for the
banquet only, at $12 each, may be
purchased through Monday, March
20, at the Paper Science and
Engineering Department, McCracken Hall, phone 383-1802,where additional information on the conference may be obtained.
The conference is sponsored by the
WMUpaper science and engineering
department,
Kalamazoo Valley
Section of TAPPI, and Michigan
Divisionof PIMA.

Chamber Music
Series Resumes

The free, public Friday Night
Chamber Music Series, sponsored by
the department of music, will resume
at 8 p.rn. March 17in Oakland Recital
Hall.
Among the faculty artists performing on the program are
saxophonist Trent Kynaston and
members of the Western Brass
Quintet and Western WindQuintet.
Friday's program will include what
is no doubt the first Kalamazoo
perfonnance of a saxophone duet by
Paul Hindemith. Although it was
written in 1933, Hindemith's Konzurtstuck fur Zwei Altsaxophone was
not published until late 1976after a
peculiar chain of events. Composedin
Gennany for saxophonist Sigurd
Rascher, the piece was never performed there because of the political
upheaval ofthe times.
When Rascher finally premiered
the work in the early 1960's,the occasion was marred by the death ofthe
composer a short time before the
concert. Because of conflicts with
Hindemith's publisher, Rascher did
not allow the work to be published
until late 1976,
Friday's program also will include
works by Roger, Bassett and Carter,
performed by members of the
Western Brass Quintet and Western
Wind Quintet Unisonics, a recent
composition by faculty pianist C.
Curtis-Smith, will be performed by
the composer and Kynaston.
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Text of Bernhard's Lansing Remarks
"Western Michigan University finds
itself in the unique position of being one of
two universities in the State which funded
the increase for its 1977/78 budget solely on
the increase in appropriations from the
State of Michigan. We would not be honest
if we implied that we can escape another
year without a tuition increase because
$750,000 in internal reallocations have
already been made; nonetheless I want to
emphasize that we will try to do so, if
circumstances
and our 1978/79 appropriations will allow.
"In previous communications with fiscal
agency staff, I have expressed the
University's confidence in the basic formula approach. The revised formula used
this year
by the Department
of
Management and Budget (DMB) continues to be a move in the right direction.
Even though the Governor's recommendation did not embody the additional
test of adequacy for all of higher education
in Michigan, I would be pleased to see this
formula approach used again next year. I
am convinced that an improved formula,
with an adequacy test, will clearly
demonstrate
the needs of Western
Michigan University.
"We at Western know that we give the
State a good return on the tax dollars we
receive. We also believe that any formula
which treats us impartially will show that
equity still has not been achieved at our
University, even though we are closer now
than before.
"We do have some major concerns not
touched upon by the DMB formula.
Western also submitted to the DMB its list
of Program Revision Requests (PRR) for
1978/79. Each of these PRRs is justified
and has much merit. We have pared down
our list from previous years, both in
dollars and in numbers, and we think that
each of these programs is significant to
our future. In the long run, the formula will
provide the funds for these programs.
However, during the early phase-in
periods, special recognition is needed.
"Therefore, I would like to draw your
attention to our key PRRs. First, we
believe that coordinating health and
human service programs is an essential
role for the University today. We have
envisioned since the inception of our
College of Health and Human Services that
we would provide a model for such coordinated services for communities in Southwestern Michigan. Funding for this
program is not only in the best interest of
the State, but would be a 'follow through'
on a commitment made by the Legislature
some years ago.
"The second priority in our listing is a
doctoral
program
in public
administration. We at Western think this
proposal is timely and will be of great
benefit to the governmental management
process
throughout
the State.
We
recognize that many people in Michigan
will spend their entire careers in one form
of government employment or another.
We have been pleased by the widespread
and favorable support for our master's
program in public administration; and we
are confident that a doctoral program in
the same field, which emphasizes policy
analysis
rather
than techniques
of
government organization, would also find
a very positive response. It would certainly be of inestimable value to the efficient operation of government generally.
"Our third PRR is vastly important to
the University
internally.
It relates
specifically to our own hopes for the
retraining of faculty members, from areas
where student demand had declined, so
that they may serve effectively in areas of
higher student demand.
'
"Our fourth PRR has been given substantial support by the State Department
of Education. In part this PRR responds to
relicensing requirements stipulated by
State law. To quote from the Department
of Education's recent program review,
"Three professional groups currently have
re-licensure requirements
(CPA's, optometrists and physicians); several other
group~ anticipate legislatively mandated
requirements.
In addition, professional
associations
presently maintain comparable
requirements
for sustaining
membership. This proposal encompasses
an area of endeavor that has been a
recognized activity of higher education.

WMU's existing Division of Continuing
Education provides an adequate foundation for establishing this program
designed for maintaining and enhancing
professional standards and performance."
"Our fifth PRR relates to rapidly increasing
activity in environmentally
oriented
programs
across
several
disciplines
at
Western
Michigan
University. We propose that these be
further integrated into an effective and
more efficient program by consolidating
them into a single institutional effort.
"Let me now turn to matters that have
'come up recently, or to certain questions
which have been raised.
"First, student enrollment projections
at Western deserve special attention.
Demographic facts clearly indicate future
student population decline. However,
counteracting variables do exist, and we
are exploring a number of options, including our PRRs, which will affect future
student numbers in a positive way.
"Our Continuing Education program,
for example, is beginning to expand more
and more into older age groups, and to new
locations in the State. We must evaluate
the impact of this movement on our future
student mix. I sense that our student body
wjll become older each year, and that we
will also have an increasing number of
part-timers
and off-campus students.
Other variables to be considered include
the impact of cyclical trends in family size
(the sibling relationship),
alternative
tuition levels, student financial aid, the
fluctuating rate of college-going, etc.
"Second, Western Michigan University
views as its major responsibility the
development of optimum intellectual,
physical and emotional well-being among
all its students. This basic goal includes
health services of the highest quality,
which should be provided for students in a
courteous, efficient manner, and at the
least possible
cost consistent
with
available resources. A well coordinated
and effective health care program is
presently maintained at Western Michigan
University. Beginning with 1978/79, a
funding mechanism will be established
which will, over the course of the next
three to five years, make the University's
health care program completely selfsupporting.
/
"Third, Western's School of Social Work
has served the Grand Rapids area since
1969. Twenty to thirty percent of our
graduate students come from that area
and the School's faculty continually work
with community agencies through internships,
extension
courses
and
professional workshops. We intend to
serve that area better by making part or
all of the Master of Social Work (MSW)
degree program available in the community. Our studies show that in meeting
the quality standards for accreditation,
and
the requests
of community
professionals, the cost of providing a full
program in Grand Rapids by the fall of
1978 will be out of our reach. We do,
however, plan to work towards degree
programming by the fall of 1979.
"In the meantime, we will work with our
staff and the community agencies to
. determine the best means of delivering
this program to the Grand Rapids, area.
This will include cooperation where
possible with existing accredited schools
of social work (e.g. University
of
Michigan>. In the 1978/79 year we will
continue, as we have in the past, to provide
extension
courses
and. professional
development workshops, with the Grand
Rapids
Consortium
Center
as our
headquarters.
"And fourth, we would like to respond to
selected
audit· recommendations
as
highlighted by the Auditor-General's (AG)
staff.
"Any audit of an enterprise the size of
Western will inevitably disclose some
philosophical disagreements about how
university business should be handled. We
feel that the recommendations of the AG
described below represent such areas of
honest philosophical disagreement.
"(1) The AG maintains
that the
University has not complied with SCR No.
Il9 and that the University should allocate
from the Auxiliary debt ser'lice reserve
only the minimum required to meet bond
requirements.

"a. In response, we believe that we are
complying with SCR 119, which states
that the assessment on all students, as a
part of their tuition and fees, for such a
reserve does not contravene' earlier
legislative statements to the effect that
appropriations will not be used for
operating residence halls and making
their bond payments.
"b. Furthermore, in 1975, with 18 years
now the age of majority, many students
requested
the elimination
of the
University's requirement that they live
in campus halls. With their support, we
abolished this requirement,
and increased student tuition and fees to meet
the 10ss earnings caused by lower occupancy in the halls. The reserve was
created solely to offset operating losses
from such lower occupancy. It was the
offsetting of these losses for· which the
Auxiliary debt service reserve was used.
Previously, earnings resulting. from
operating efficiencies were u:oed for
major repair and refurbishing
of
residence halls. Western has continued
this practice, rather than diverting such
resources to fill the gap between. earnings and bond requirements caused by
lower occupancy.
"(2) The AG has recommended that our
alumni and development programs should
be self-supporting.
"a. But, while we have the long-run goal
of making
such programs
selfsupporting, that condition cannot be
obtained from the people available to the
Development Office in its current
beginning state. '
"b. To make such emerging programs
self-supporting
right
now,
would
probably eliminate the incentive of
private givers in supplementing and
enriching Western's offerings.
"(3) The AG has also recommended. that
the Western Michigan University Foundation return to the University the endowment-type funds transferred to it,
because such a transfer has removed these
funds from the direct control of the
University Board of Trustees.
"a. However, we must point out that the
Foundation is not an independent
organization. It functions only in such a
manner as may be designated, directed,
or desired by the WMU Board of
Trustees.
~'b. Further, the ownership and administration of these funds by the
Foundation
eliminate
certain legal
liability problems for the Board of
Trustees and, at the same time, provide
opportunities for better yield, consistent
with prudent preservation of capital.
Better investment expertise can be
obtained from the people avilable to the
Foundation, as an investment committee.
"The report of the AG is a valuable
source of review for Western Michigan
University. The assistance of the AG's
staff in' highlighting possible problem
areas for us enables the University to take
appropriate
action before a serious
problem actually occurs. Even in areas
where we disagree, the AG's comments
assist us in rethinking our procedures, and
we consider that development beneficial to
the University.
(Although Dr. Bernhard had copies of
his statement
distributed
after the
hearing, he did not get to finish reading it
from this point on due to a number of
comments and questions from legislators
tha tfollowed. )
"To summarize, I would like to emphasize again the facts that Western did
not raise tuition levels this year, that we
believe the formula .approach to funding
will prove beneficial to higher education in
the long run, and that the following PRRs
would enable Western
to take
a
progressive step into the future:
1. Coordination of health and human
service programs.
2. Doctoral program in public administration.
3. Faculty development.
4. Continuing education program for
professional
recertification
and
relicensure.
5. Environmental science program.
"In conclusion, I am convinced that
Western still possesses a rich tradition of
talent and accomplishment, a flexibility

CWS Sponsors
Career Workshop

Classes from 5-7p.m., in addition to
1-3p.m. sessions, will be offered in the
five-week course, "Contracting for a
Career," starting Wednesday, March
22, here at the Center for Women's
Services
(CWS), third floor ,.
Ellsworth Hall.
Aimed at people who have
definitely decided to begin a career or
to change jobs, it will deal with the
problems of choice, role expectations
and home and job management. Two
members of the Women's Center
staff, Janet Johnson, career counselor, and Rita Balkin, coordinator
and career counselor, will teach the
course, using films, discussions,
exercises and tests.
Fees are $10 for the five-week
program. The afternoon and evening
sessions are limited to 12participants
each. For additional infonnation and
registration material, call CWS, 3836097.

Student Center
Reduces Hours

Friday, March 24
University Center
& Counter
7a.m.-5 p.m.
Snack BarVending Only
7a.m.-5 p.m.
AllOther Areas Closed.
\Saturday, March 25
Building Closed
Sunday, March 26
Building Closed '
Monday, March 27
AllAreas open on regular schedule.
Walwood Union Snack Bar and
Goldsworth Valley HI Snack Bar will
be closed Friday, March 24, through
Sunday, March~.

Friday Talk Explores
Basics of Learning

"Exploring the Basics ofLearning"
is the topic of a free, public discussion
featuring Dr. Janet Lederman, the
originator of the gestalt learning
process, scheduled for 3 p.m. Friday,
March 17, here in the Honors College
Lounge, Hillside Apartments-West.
Ledennan will offer observations
about how we learn and howwe relate
learning to ourselves and others, and
.will lead an experiential miniworkshop.

NIH Official Visits
"Computers in Microbiology" is the
title ofa free, public talk which will be
given by Dr. Micah Krichevsky of the
National Institute of Health at 4 p.m.
Tuesday, March 21, here in the Math
Commons Room, sixth floor, Everett
Tower,
sponsored
by
the
mathematics
and
biomedical
sciences departments. Coffee will be
served at 3:30p.rn.
that is absent in many other institutions,
and a dedicated faculty and staff. Our
history and our commitment are deeply
rooted in quality service to the citizens of
,Michigan.
Western
has earned
the
designation of a 'people's university,' and
we are proud of that name. We are
precisely the kind of institution to which
.increasingly our society is turning for
help. And there is every reason to believe
that Western can and will, with yoUr
support, respond successfully to that
, challenge!"
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Classic Selects
Pat Charity

-

.•

Sophomore center Pat Charity, the
leading scorer and rebounder for
Western
Michigan's
women's
basketball team the past two seasons,
has been selected to participate in the
first annual Women's All-American
Basketball Classic April 15 at the
University
of Pennsylvania's
Palestra in Philadelphia.
The 6-0native of Kentwood will join
a field which consists of the 2A>
best
collegiate players in -America in an
East-West match-up. Charity, a
member of the 1977 USA World
University Team which captured the
silver medal last summer, will be
joined by no less than five AllAmericans, four World University
team members and three Olympians
in the select field.

CftMPUSC-AlIN DAR

Budget Talks
(Continuedfrom Page 1)
administration is a "practitioner's
degree" for people who already have
positions in government.
Huffman also cited the apparent
confusion between WMU and the
Auditor General's staff over Senate
Concurrent Resolution 119 which
deals with the residence hall reserve
fee. Sen. Charles O. Zollar, R-Benton
Harbor, called' it "a simple
disagreement"
and Bernhard
promised to have his staff meet with
the Auditor General's staff to settle it.
Western also was questioned about
its transferring of endowment type
funds to its new University Foundation. "If the University Board of
Trustees is indeed still responsible for
these endowments, I have no complaints," said Zollar. The legislators
were assured by the WMUstaff that
that indeed was the case.

FEBRUARY
16-27-Christo's "Ocean Front, Newport, Rhode Island, 1974"exhibition,
Gallery II, Sangren Hall, 10 a.m.-noon, 1-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, noon-4p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
16-8tudent recital, Chris Worley, soprano, and Leslie Wiley, mezzosoprano, Oakland Recital Hall, 8p.m.
16-Math lecture, "Sex-related Differences in Mathematics Learning:
Myths, Realities, and Related Factors" by Elizabeth Fennema, U. of
Wisconsin, 1110RoodHall, 4p.m. Coffeeat 3:30p.m.
16-Colloquium, "Physicalism, Reductionism and Ontology" by Dr.
Geoffrey Hellman, Indiana U., 302A>
Friedmann Hall, 2p.m.
16-Medieval Institute Roundtable meeting, "The Celtic Connection: Irish
and WelshMonks," 4421Brown Hall, 8p.m.
16-Faculty Senate meeting, 1008Trimpe Distributive Education Bldg., 7
p.m.
16-8ex and Sexuality Series, "Childbirth," film and discussion, Nancy
.Topp, Borgess Hospital director of nursing, 204Student Center, 7:30
p.m.
_
·16-Personal Effectiveness Workshop, Cheryl Wasserman and Trisha
French, leaders, Dean's Conference Room, Sangren Hall, Thursdays,
Search for New
6:30-8:30p.m.
.
Two in Nationals
17-8tudent recital, carol Bloom, soprano, and Lorrie Berry, pianist,
Sophomore high jumper Kay
Coach Underway
Oakland Recital Hall, 5p.m.
Barstow and sophomore sprinter Liz
The selection of a search committee
17-Faculty recital, Trent Kynaston, saxophonist, Oakland Recital Hall, 8 Shon will accompany Western
p.m.
to screen applicants for the head ice
Michigan women's track coach
hockey coaching position here at
17-Placement Services Open House for faculty, staff and student leaders,
Annette Murray to the 1978Women's
1stfloor, Ellsworth Hall, 2-4p.m.
Western was announced March 3 by
National
Indoor Championships
Dr. Robert W. Hannah, secretary to
i7-31-Art exhibition, General Studies' faculty collection, Space Gallery, Friday
and Saturday at the
the Board of Trustees.
2700Knauss Hall; 9a.m.-4: 30p.m. Mondaythrough Friday.
University ofMissouri.
Dr. Joseph T. Hoy, director of in17-Final day of advance registration for spring session classes, 2A>10
Administration Building.
tercollegiate athletics, announced
Duits Honored
March 2 that Coach Bill Neal's con- ·l8-Leadership Conference of Minority Students and Their Organizations,
Tom Duits has become the only
tract wouldnot be renewed.
keynote speaker, Congressman John Conyers, Detroit, Student Center, Western runner ever to earn Allregistration, begins 8 p.m.
.
Members are: Hoy, chairperson;
American honors for both indoor and
Dimnis Boyle, University registrar;
18-8tudent recital, Tina Jennings and Pebbie Williams, violinists, outdoor track and cross country. The
Sterling Breed, professor, Counseling
Oakland Recital Hall, 3 p.m.
Hastings senior accomplished that
Center; Ron Jackson, president, "W"
18-8tudent recital, Dee A. Wall,violinist, Oakland Recital Hall; 8 p.m.
feat last Saturday by placing-fifth in
Alumni Club; and Bernie Saunders, a
18-8tudent recital, cathy Crockett, soprano, Oakland Recital Hall, 5 p.m.
the mile run at the NCAA indoor
member of the Bronco varsity hockey
·18-Workshop, "The Returning Student," Student Center, 9a.m.-3 p.m.
championships in Detroit.
team. "Boyle, Breed and Jackson
·19-Leadership Conference of Minority Students and Their Organizations
Voss on NCAA Mat
were nominated by Dr. Leo C. Vancontinues, dramatic presentations by Ruby Dee and Ossie Davis, film
derBeek, professor of biology and
stars, west ballroom, Student Center, 11a.m.; "An Evening with Black
Sophomore Ron Voss will represent
chairman of the University's Athletic'
.America" by Dee and Davis, Miller Auditorium, 3 p.m.; reception for Western at the NCAA wrestling
Board," Hannah said.
guest performers, 6 p.m.
championships Thursday through
"They have been charged to give
19-8tudent recital, Peggy Smith, violist, and Jessamine Moelker, French Saturday at the University of
me the names.of three finalists for the
horn, Oakland Recital Hall, 5p.m.
Maryland. He finished second in the
position in alphabetical order by
19-8tudent recital, Georgene Dzoba, flutist, and Tom Underkircher,
134-pounddivision at the receI)t MidMarch 17," Hannah explained.
saxophonist, Oakland Recital Hall, 2p.m.
American Conference tournament;
Hannah is the president's designate
2O-Keyboard recital, Kanley Chapel, 3p.m.
he has a 21-7record.
for the administrative supervision of· ·21-Administrative Professional Association's Communication and
intercollegiate athletics.
Violin Recital Set
Management Workshop,Kiva Room,Student Services Bldg., 3-6p.m.
·21-8panish d8:ncers, Jose Greco and Nana Lorea, with Kalamazoo
Violinists Dee AlisonWall, a senior,
Women Cagers
Symphony Orchestra, Miller Auditorium, 8p.m.
.
and James Przygocki, a junior, both
Playoffs
21-Lecture, "Computers in Microbiology," by Dr. Micah Krichevsky,
Snubbed IOn
National Institute of Health, Math Commons Room, sixth floor, from Southfield, will present a free,
public recital at 8 p.rn. Saturday,
Western
Michigan's
women's
Everett Tower, 4 p.m. Coffeeat 3:30p.m.
March 18, in Oakland Recital Hall.
basketball team has finished one of its
22-Dccu-Rap session on "Criminal Justice" with alumni describing their
They will play several violin duets by
best seasons ever, posting a 21-5
jobs-205,212and213StudentCenter,3:3Op.m.
Bartok,
as well as perform
record. Coach Fran Ebert's club also
·22-23-,-"Rehabilitation of the Handicapped" conference for professionals,
separately.
ran off a 13-game winning streak at
Kalamazoo Center, daily. CANCELLED,
season's end before losing by a 67-55 23-Awards ceremony and reception for student art show, Grand Tier,
Two Students Perform
count to defending champion
Miller Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Soprano C~ol Bloom, a Dearborn
Michigan State in the State AlAWtitle
23-8tudent recital, Jeffrey Powell and Jerry Ryan, pianists, Oakland
junior, and pi8nist Lorrie Berry, a
game.
Recital Hall, 8p.m.
Western, however, was not selected
23-Math lecture, "Computer assisted interpretation of data using decision Vicksburg senior, will present a free,
as one of two at-large teams for this
equations," by Dalia Motzkin, WMU, Math Commons Room, sixth public music recital at 5 p.m. Friday,
March 17, here in Oakland Recital
Mid st R . al
floor, Everett Tower, 4p.m. Coffeeat 3:30p.m.
k' ·ght-t
wee
s el ateam
we
eglon.
24-Good Friday holiday for all students, faculty and staff.
Hall.
tournament
East Lansing
despite
wins over three teams that won state
26-Easter Sunday.
.
Student Recital TQnight
crowns to earn tourney bids.
• Admissioncharged.
Soprano Chris Worley, a Bridgman
In those regular season games, ,_'--------------------.;...--~•• junior, and contralto Leslie Wiley, a
Ebert's squad -defeated Michigan
In NCAA Regional
sophomore from Grand Rapids, will
State at home by a 51-44count, and
present
a free, public, joint recital at 8
With
its
third
consecutive
Great
won back-~back road encounters at
p.rn. -Thursday, March 16, here in
Intercollegiate
League
Indiana State (81-68)and Illinois State Lakes
Oakland Recital Hall.
Championship under its belt, Western
(77-69).
Michigan's men's gymnastics team
Piano Recital Thursday
Two on CCHA Squad
heads to Terre Haute, Ind., this
Center Paul Cappuccio and right weekend for the NCAA Midwestern
Pianist Jeffrey Powell, a junior
wing Bernie Saunders of WMUwere Regional. Coach Fred Orlofsky's
from Fraser, will perform works by
second-team selections on the 1977-78 Broncos have had two weeks to
Haydn, Schoenberg and Brahms in a
Central Collegiate .Hockey Asso- prepare for. the regional meet, after
free, public recital at 8 p.m. Thursciation All-Star squad in balloting winning the league crown with a
day, March 23, in Oakland Recital
196.65score Mar. 3-4at Slippery Rock.
conducted by the league coaches.
Hall.

